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SUMMER SESSION
COURSES LISTED

BIDDICK

J. Marc. Jantzen, New Dean,
Announces Visiting Profs.

T,„ ,7

HOLD Y O U R SIDES-*
BAND
FROLIC'S COM IN*-

1941

No. 17,

Yippoo Fellas!!
It's Here Again

j Marc Jantzen, newly appointed Dean of College of

Thirteen Is Band Frolic's
Lucky Number, We Hope

- Hetin £or
for the
the 1941 offerings available in StockBulletin

Saturday, Sunday, Monday and then Tuesday, Janu

paCific Summer Sessions, has announced publication of

(ll0

Lake Tahoe, and on a six weeks
weeks' American Tour.
ary 21, the first night of the thirteenth annual Band
The main session on the Stockton campus will again
Frolic!
five weeks period extending^
Band Frolic time, when the frats blast everything
June 23rd to July 25th. The
and each other; when the sororities let down their hair
Tahoe section assembles at Zy•and trample on it, when the bat
Point for three weeks, Augtle cry, "Down with up," rises in
BILL BIDDICK, college prexy,
4th to 23rd, under direction
a crescendo of hubbub, when the
took
top
honors
of
the
Pacific
of Erford A. McAllister, while
band really shows its stuff.
squad at the Bakersfield tour
Professor Malcolm R. Eiselen and
TUESDAY
nament of the Southern Cali
J H. Jonte will guide the six
The Tuesday program, as an
fornia Tournament Association,
weeks American tour from June
nounced by "Pop" Gordon, will
January 9,10,11, when he took
35th to August 6th. Copies of the
Miss Ellen Deering has issued
start at 7:30, at which time the
second in the extemporaneous
summer session bulletin are availword that registration books for
band will present, Pavanne (from
contest. The freshman team of
1<i
"
able at the registrar's office.
the College of the Pacific can be
"Thanks to everyone who con the second American SymphonMilton Valentine and Eugene
SUCCEEDS WERNER
secured January 30 and 31. Those
Egbert went into the semi-finals tributed to the collection for Chi ette) by Gould.
Succeeding Dr. G. A. Werner, students who cannot register at
Ballad for Americas by Robin
in debate. Other C. O. P. debat nese students that was taken in
who inaugurated summer school this time may do so February 4,
son. The band arrangement of
ers at the tournament were
work at Pacific and developed it between the hours of 9 and 12
Kenneth Hastin, Claude Hogan, last week's assembly," is the mes this piece was done by Robert B.
over a period of fifteen years, noon, and between 1 and 5 in the
sage Miss Margaret Campbell, S. (Pop) Gordon, band director, and
and Allan Breed.
Jantzen, who also serves as assis afternoon.
C. A. secretary, sends to all those is the only band arrangement of
tant professor of education, is
Putting aside the usual week's
she was unable to thank person the Ballad ever attempted. The
continuing the expansion of this vacation between semesters, dur
ally. "You gave $45.35 and started soloist will be J. Henry Welton,
important off-season work. The ing which all registration had for
tenor.
the program for foreign student
1941 curriculum will be the most merly been carried on, both the
Coronation Scene (from the op
aid off in very fine fashion."
extensive offered, with notable College of the Pacific and the
era "Boris Godounoff") by Mouscourse additions, especially in the Stockton Junior College plunge
"We're gratified," Miss Camp sorgsky. This brilliant excerpt
fields of education, physical edu into studies on February 5.
bell told this reporter, "that Pa from the opera depicts a scene
cation and speech.
cific students realize the neces before the cathedral in which the
Students now enrolled in the sity of helping young men and chorus and Tsar Boris take part.
One entirely new subject field
Stockton Junior College, who are young women in other countries FRIDAY
will be introduced, library science,
now making out their programs towards their preparation in be
In the Friday program, which
offered by Mrs. Grace Olson. Pa
and
preparing their registration coming- leaders of the future. We will start at 8:15, Malaguana by
cific Summer Theatre will again
books, may complete their regis are proud that they've determined Lecuona and the three-quarter
organize its summer repertory
tration by filing these books in to contribute all they can—both time march Procession of Nobles
Sroup, staging "three plays on
Room 104, Administration Build to the cup drive we now have on by Rimsky-Korsikov will also be
three stages" in conjunction with
What is the contribution of ra ing, January 23, 24, and 25. Feb hand, as they showed in the fine played. Prizes will be awarded at
its schedule of course offerings in
,,rama objects. An innovation in cial groups to American culture? ruary 3 and 4 are especially re reception they gave Paul Moritz, the Friday performance for the
he music field will be the orga- Upon this question a deputations served for new freshmen students to other efforts we shall make to best skits produced by the living
ization of a summer session A committee from the S.C.A. will enrolling for the first time and swell the World Student Service groups. First prize will be ten dol
lars; second, seven dollars; third,
appella Choir under the direc- speak Sunday evening before a all present students, therefore, Fund.
five
dollars; fourth, three dollars,
n of J- Russel Bodley.
meeting of youth rrom the Con should be sure to file their books
"Like other colleges," stated
gregational and Methodist Church on the former dates listed.
VISITING PROFS
Miss Campbell, "we have a quota and fifth, two dollars.
Attention is called to the fact
The Pacific Cooperative House
of Lodi.
to be raised toward thb fund.
The committee will consist of that the counselor's signature is However with the spirit of help will present a skit entitled
e summer session io i
four speakers. They are Beulah required on pages 3 and 5, and fulness characteristic of Pacific "School Daze;" Phi Mu Alpha
so announced by Jant!f.n n
Ong,
Stephen Kornicker, Tom Ho- that page 5 is to be written in ink we really hope to exceed that quo (music fraternity) will present
• Outstanding in this
Lms
group
1S
shiyama
and Jan Rose Freeman. because it is the official record of ta and place Pacific's fund among "The Barber of Seville or Clip
denotedTN -ncan
Raymond ~®?
psychologist, Jan Rose and her sister are to the student's program in the reg the highest of any contributed in pings from Figaro's Life."
w'RcorriP ?"-^heeler' PhD-» Who sing negro spirituals. Other musi istrar's office.
California. With that as an aim HUMOUR?
class card must be made out
Among the fraternities and so
acific from the Uni- cal numbers on the program will
we are planning a program in the
of R
££nsas
rector n.
where he is di- consist of a flute solo by Alice for each course listed. These may spring in support of this fund— rorities, Alpha Kappa Phi will pre
ries and rw yCh°logy Laborat°Keehner and a baritone solo by be obtained from the counselors not only to gain financial support, sent "For Whom the Tell Blows";
ment. HV> , rman °f the depart- Tom Rickert—both of them ac or the registrar's office, Room but in the placing of this support Alpha Theta Tau, "ASCAP vs.
"utable
T-taught at several companied on the piano by Bar 106.
to show our friends in schools of BMI;" Rho Lambda Phi, "Ah Wil
derness;" Mu Zeta Rho, "Hiss the
1
sUtutions
Stanford U" lv
- includ- bara Laniells. Eleanor Powell will
other nations that we are behind
f°rnia
Boys Goodbye;" Tau Kappa Kap
" ersity of Cali- be program chairman. After the
and w
them
in
spirit—the
Christian
spi
pa, "Jomeo and Ruliette;" Omega
%e. h,, , Washlngt°n State Col- meeting the delegation will be the
rit."
Phi Alpha, "Black Out;" and Epciiic sUm^!POmtment t0 the Pa- guests of the Mecoyas—the Me
silon Lambda Sigma will present,
'be edn r .session is real news thodist-Congregational Youth As
"Life in a Sorority or Epsilon
WOrld
Other
^
"
sociation.
Bombs."
c|ude EariVDitlng instructors inAll of the skits will be present
l|,e City of A'30 °f the College of
ed on the Tuesday program, and
York' exchanging
^ch
the five prize-winners will be skit*ith
for the summer
All American Honor rating
ted on the Friday performance.
Dr
R
tester a
\ °Y McCall;
was awarded the February-June
Those students who expect to The hope was expressed that the
^bftendpn. nship, district susemester of the Pacific Weekly transfer from the Stockton Junior students would attend the frolic
1
tIle
y
^'ho wm in t
uba School,
last year by the Associated Col
College to another institution at on Tuesday so as to avoid con
fhool admin- 1,UCt in elementary
Today is the last day that jun legiate Press awards. This is the the end of the present semester gestion on Friday, at which time
ation;
J
R
H suner nt
' - Overtwenty-third year of the award
h sehook!eAdent of the Palo iors and seniors may have their ing of honors to college weekly should file their requests for tran a capacity crowd of townsfolk is
^xpected.
portraits
taken
for
the
Naranrbner Tr'
mma A. Baumby the association, and the third scripts immdiately so that they
Struc'or JaCy high school in- jado, college yearbook. For the straight year of improvement in may be prepared, Registrar L. L.
last two days Robert Bastian has
Who
^eaHl.
;-uo«; Mrq will teach safety been taking pictures of all juniors rating for the Pacific Weekly. Windmiller warns. Those students
Rtf,0r<J A.
Grace
The Weekly received a total rat who do not make immediate ap
Olson, and
Mr,A;,
and seniors enrolled in the Col ing of 770 points out of a possi plication for transcripts may be
McAll;aster.
lege of Pacific. Appointments can ble thousand.
delayed in having theim forward
till be made upstairs in the S. C.
Accompanying the award was ed because of the extra rush of
Bulletins announcing the 1941
L rooms for pictures to be taken a comment by the judges. "Yours recording grades during final ex College of the Pacific Summer
n
is a very interesting paper. Cov amination week.
today.
Session are available at the reg
About three-fourths of the total erage is excellent. The Weekly is
istrar's office. Prof. J. Marc Jant
list of juniors and seniors has well-handled throughout."
zen, Ph. D., who succeeds Dr. G.
been snapped already, and it is
hi
offe
P
tS
and
pla
ing of itfyS^WeeW^LoS
•f <= t^ure department at the A. Werner as director of summer
low
red °a
ywrights
fare opportunity hoped that before the day ends the f felegram from the editor of the University of Nebraska is replac sessions, states that students who
,Sevi
'ttd
I k ' t h e ' A ' 1 ; 1 c o n t e s t s a r e o p e n list will be one-hundred per cent, naoer last term, Gregg Phifer mg the standard German color wish to secure a copy should do
on making possible the largest repre and the arrival of the framed chart with one using American so before planning their second
£>UetTare posted boaM outside the sentative of senior college stud diploma issued by the association.^pigments,
semester's course work.
ents in yearbook history.
toU at

Li
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BREED'S CONTEMPs
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Member

members of what a recent
calls "The Amalgamated Orde^'1'
• ti ^ T?o/»n
11V PvOFlhpfs
" were eni0* <!
Pacific
Faculty
Prophets,"
the unaccustomed sunshine, one J1**
noon last week, at the south door 0( ,'
ministration Hall. As they indulge/6'
some good-natured ribbing 0f
'
other's forecasts of world affairs,"of students gathered round, enj0yin ®ot
verbal sallies.
Finally oue stL*«
broke in; "I'm 19 years old," he S
"and what I want to know is,
mv chance of having to fight before™/'
is" over?" Neither of the professo>
prophets gave him much chance ,
escaping military service. On the streng'
of their past batting averages—or should
I say their past forecasting luck—
would seem as if he, and the rest of/
ought to speak our minds very piaiE);.'
on the issue of war and peace.
Most, if not all of us, want Engl^
to win. We believe that the overthrow
of England, the disruption of the
British Commonwealth of Nations, and
the division of the British Empire
would be a world catastrophe. We be.lieve that world-domination by the
Axis Powers would create an almost in.
tolerable situation.
DANGEROUS SITUATION
Probably we are not so united in PM
opinions as to the course to be followed
by the United States. Some of us believe
that no step should be omitted or delated
that will help England win. Some of «s
believe that nothing the United States
can do now will make such a victory pos"~|sible; that before our help can be effee.
tive, the Axis victory will he complete.
President Roosevelt stigmatized persons
holding this latter belief as "defeatists."
With proper deference to his infinitely
By
superior knowledge about the world
Benny Bengle
situation, it is still the right of Ameri
cans to differ with him, without having
Being new at this job of gossip,
their motives impugned. Despite all the
please put up with the slams and
propaganda to which we are subjected,
anything that might slip out in
this column. Taint my fault you
the difficulties of an invasion of America
demand gossip, and they force me
by a victorious Germany and Japan are
By Sapiro
to write it. Now for the dirt
very great. Preparation for such an in
vasion would have to be enormous and
VAGUE RUMORS
long sustained. By the time it was com
That Martin Plocher and Doug
By HERM SAPIRO
Vieira will join the army this
plete, the defense program of the United
Our chief beef this week con-|States would be complete also.
month.
Meanwhile, suppose England is de
That Dwayne Mears and Dave cerns the stinkin' stuff which has
Gay will join the marines this been drooling out of this country's feated in 1941 or 1942, before oai
summer.
radios since the first of the year. defense program Is carried through,
That Jenny Calderwood has a In all seriousness, the BMI-AS- and, by that defeat, we find ourselves
bad case of Stanburn, and we CAP fued is ruining the only (pure facing the Axis Powers alone, awl
think it is not mutual.
hated by them because of our "aid tt<
American music—swing. Present,
, Britain short of war." That would be
That finals are coming up. Is it
day bands are at a tremendous
V€ry dangerons situation. to say the
really true?
That Beth Winters has an army handicap because their best tunes least.
man. I've been wondering how to are banned from the airlanes, and
Yet this is just the situation to which
meet one. Could you enlighten me. as a result, some of the best com-1 the Administration's policy points tie
That Corinne Single, Margie bos have chosen to remain off the way.
Only a partisan, or one who "
Tott and friends nightly hold a air until the situation is reme- ignorant of International Law, can claim
meeting to divide tomorrow's died. Studio bands composed of that the destroyer trade and the "Lendwardrobe among themselves ev more or less inferior and unre-1 Lease plan" accord with the duties (
enly. How do you remember he&rsed musicians have been clut- neutrality. The Lend-Lease plan is absowhich is yours?
tering up air time with their bam luteJ opposed to e
principle of B*
That A1 Trobne has cast his ahties. It would be plenty bad!
J nation has conbait for Doris Boothe.
enough if our best name bands|. . -y . ,
..
, . .
conThat Jack "Wasco" Toomay has had to struggle through those t#ended in treaties and international ^
1
nces
|S
written his life's story. Should be lousy BMI scores, but those staff
, *^
during its entire b
"
interesting.
musicians and arrangers butcher
probably be adopted*^ nut
gaIj
That Epsilon played "Simon Le- up the corn something awful. Powers will have every right to
gree" last week with their pledg With the government taking a j its adoption, under cover of neu r ^
hand in the fight, something may I as a glaring example of hypocrisy
Who was the cute man Ranny happen, but it better be quick. I political cynicism.
brought to the basketball game We've seen too many of these ca- GIVE HONEST A ID
jj
last week-end and then treated so ses bog down.
[ If American aid will save Britai»r
mean, and insisted to leave.
there is a good chance of it doing *
Fran McNeil seems to have
. why not give that aid honestly, not r abandoned the pipe she acquired
Last Wednesday night at the to hide behind the mask of the fic
during the holidays. Did it have Grove, Stockton jive fans really of neutrality?
„.
a bite, Fran?
had a chance to dig Bob Crosby's
If American aid will not save EnF
Bob Nikkei seems to get around fine dixieland crew. Some of their land, why not concentrate on
from Beverly to Betty, or was recent recordings and air shots America safe, rather than weaken"?
he just standing in for a pal, and have shown them to be a solid
OUPSelves in futa
attempts at res^
protecting Betty Fink from the commercial aggregation, but the «
.. .
. „ +jw» safety
wolves ?
solid two-beat rhythm they turnfree*'*
s
e *ast re
Virginia Kuttler seems to be the ed out at the Grove proved that
.
^
jrnport'
and ^mqcraey is of supreme »»<"
queen of the dorm, in the eyes of they can still dig in with the best
e w°rld.
both the boys and girls, and my of them. Ray Banduc on the a„?
pjC1
dearly beloved, that IS something drums was a killer, but there
whatever happens, young
'd
around here.
were so many other terrific in- of us who are in college now,
What about that, new song we strumentalists in the band that rest °f °nr generation on the fa
hear six times a day, and have there was little to choose among in the factories, will have to ca •
heard for the last six weeks.
thPTTl
IfYJirii
TXT£1
n vi
o-Vl f fto
G dema"" pveS
them. Tfl
To chnut
show hnwr
how VimVilir
highly rorrorA
regard-1I load.
We Iiovta
have a
right
I've been wondering what hap ed the members of the Bobcats the government shall not claim °u
pened to Hedy. Did he take a are, five of them were placed on until it has given us the a&s
eit
powder, or did Juanita just catch the all-star band conducted by ask. Can our help be given in tii»
, ,, '
up with him.
Downbeat. And there were only save England? If so, should we
t f
tD
Two

nus
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Associated Gotteftiaie fVefj

Editorial Board
JESSIE HANNAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
JEANNE DAGG, Feature
JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
FRANCES WATSON, Desk
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
MISS ELEANER McCANN, Faculty Advisot
REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bowring Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son, Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
^
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Gram,
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Moine, Willa
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita Voorhees.

GYM GRIEF
Recently there have circulated about
the campus various complaints concern
ing the facilities of the gymnasium.
However, it must he admitted that
these facilities were hastily constructed
and undoubtedly will partially serve their
primary purpose of accommodating the
multitudinous physical education classes.
In addition, when all possible seats are
installed, there will be a capacity of one
thousand—equal to the attendance at last
week's San Jos6 game.
The major problem resolves itself into
two phases: Should College of Pacific
have expended several hundred thousand
dollars (instead of slightly in excess of
fifty thousand) for an athletic plant
•whose entire usefulness would only be
reached during several basketball games
a year? Or, should the present scheme of
a cheap, hastily-built, fully utilized, and
sometimes inadequate building be con
structed?
The latter was the obvious choice of
the financial and athletic heads of the
school. The wisdom of their choosing
has not yet been determined; the next
year, however, will tell whether or not
the chronic misfortunes of the past few
months, are to be permanent.

OUR LEAVENER
We find it hard today to contend that
man isn't descended from some sort of an
animal as long as one-half of the world
goose-steps and the other half pussyfoots.
In these times of stress when ideals con
tract into ideas and finally slump into
deals, we must maintain our equanimity
and our sense of humor. It takes a lot
of good old-fashioned horse sense to
maintain a stable government.
Laughter is not just a pick-me-up in
a world of nerves; it is also an antitoxin
to be used in combating and preventing
certain parasitic growths. It took a sense
of humor for a recent conscript to say,
"I think I'll make an excellent soldier.
I'm just the type—strong, courageous,
ready to step into any peril, I never stop
to question orders; I just carry them
out. You know—a moron!"
We are the posterity our forefathers
worried about. And frankly, can you
blame them? We are in a world of jit
ters today, where a laugh can do more
good than a bottleful of medicine in carry
ing us through a nerve-racking period.
There are no hopeless situations; there
are only men who have grown hopeless
about them. A citizen with a sense of
humor is doing his share in our prepared
ness program against fear, prejudice and
Intolerance.

>«

TIGER TALK

Dr. Inez Rundstrom, oldest
active member of the faculty at
Gustavus Adolphus College, is
beginning her forty-seventh year
at the school

RUG
CUTTINGS

J

eak fl,
fourteen men chosen in all, leav- it cleaaIy? Whv should we &*=-;
mg every other bancI in the coun- rul
If
,e)f
ev^n in a s-ood sense?
try to scrap over the remaining I
.
_ +v,at °ur aS9ure US th
nine places. Goodman's baml'ernment CftB not ^assure
'
—V— J
(C
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Dr. Tully Knoles
Views Past Year
»

De witt

President Declares His Faith In
Man, Civilization, Democracy

Baldwin Declares

•Isolation Impossible'

"This is supposed to be a reflection of the events o f
1 9 4 0 , " mused President T u l l y Knoles of the College o f

l„ chapel Talk

Pacific as he spoke to the Public Affairs Group on last
Tuesday afternoon. "But," he quickly followed up, "it's
not a history teacher's job t o reflect. H i s function i s t o

task we must pursue
^iouTan mankind, and bring
•examine, develop research, and
in ,v,ic
this
thr0 uitful
;?fMi realization
then allow the philosophers to do
frnt dissension. This task is
'7
the reflecting."
further development of the
Is the course of western civili
,h Christian community to the
zation being determined in the
w® ; f
effective 1—
"present holocaust? Dr. Knoles
n
poiw
„
does not think so. He recalled
that at the time of the battles of
"Thus DeWitt C. Baldwin spoke
. L Chapel audience this week.
Marathon, Syracuse, Tours and
wr Baldwin is secretary of StuThe problems of child correc Hastings, claim was made that
w Work for the Board of Mis
tion—what a*e they? How does humanity's entire course was be
•L and Church Extension ol
the detention nome in Stockton ing determined. "Humanity," said
JL Methodist Church. He is a
need to be improved and what ef Dr. Knoles, "is awfully tough."
"in whose work as a missionary
fect will this improvement have WAR DOES NOT DESTROY ALL
for several years on
And for those who think that
on the children in the Home?
Road at Madras, India, has sharp
These questions, ones in which civilization is being torn down in
ened his excellent good humor
the Social Welfare Club has a vi the year 1941 or that the foun
and has added to his experience
tal interest, will be analyzed be dation was jarred in 1940 the
jn world social problems. His stop
fore the Club by Mr. Jack Par speaker had a negative answer.
at pacific was part of a trip he
sons of the Home when he speaks "No, though the material coeffi
is making throughout America to
to the group at its next meeting cients of civilization may be gone,
learn of activity among college
Tuesday evening at 7:15 in the the spiritual ones are still here.
Christian youth groups. Follow
S.C.A. Mr. Parsons will present They are part of mankind, who
ing his stay here Mr. Baldwin is
DR. TL'LlLY C. KNOLES reviewed the year 1940 in the problem, not alone in the lo made them and whom they made;
to attend the retreat held by the a talk before the Public Affairs Forum on Tuesday cal home, but of all such institu and a little thing in the totality
of man's history such as a war
University of California students afternoon.
tions of child correction.
Preceding Mr. Parsons in his cannot take from man those
at Inverness, California.
talk, Chairman Louis Whitehead things which, through the centu
ARMY STUDENTS
bass fiddle. I' msure you won't will conduct the regular business ries have made him vjhat he is."
A note of true hope and belief
forget the date. Yes, ma frans, meeting of the club. He asks that
The speaker reminded his hear
in the ability of Christian
young people to heal the sores of
it's January 27th, that memor everyone wishing a direct, frank ers that nowadays, through the
able date for the start of finals. appraisal of the child welfare great agencies of communication
war's conflict was struck by the
You can relax after a day's work problem make it a point to attend and information open to the stud
speaker. Mr. Baldwin told of stud
to the strains of "Through the Tuesday's meeting.
ent, the student has a finer op-,
ents now in armies the world
Looking Glass" by Deems Taylor.
portunity of gaining an intelli
over and of their attempts to con
Mr. Alfred Rageth, a graduate KINK WITH ASTERS
gent and fairminded view of the
tact other students in enemy
of Pacific Conservatory and
Florists who grow asters out world picture than any student
By BILL RAMSEY
countries who hold the same hu
alumni
member of Phi Mu Al doors for cut flowers find that has ever had anywhere.
manitarian aspirations as them
Things happen fast around the pha, will be the soloist in the plants started from seed outdoors
According to Dr. Knoles, the
selves.
Conservatory. Professor Allan Mozart Concerto for Clarinet and and never transplanted flower thing which defeated France was
'This they are doing," he ex
Orchestra.
Other
numbers
to
be
plained, "because they realize the "Hermes" Bacon was "really roll played are the "Mignon" Over sooner and have more vigor than not the piercing of the Maginot
virulent nationalism preached in ing" last Tuesday. He spoke ture by Thomas, the "Carmen" those started indoors and trans line, but the development of a psy
their own countries are of the fab to the Tulare Women's Club in suite by Bizet and a Silva "dou planted. Flowering may begin chology which lulled itself into
ric of falsehood and they want the afternoon on the subject of ble-feature" with southpay inter somewhat later, but the crop is thinking that sc-called "solemn"
"Modern Music," using many polations and choice figure larger and resistance to disease obligations and words pledged
truth.
compositions as illustra eights" as J. Strauss' "Thunder is greater.
were enough to assure peace. This
This they do, preferring to die piano
tions and also as recital numbers. Lightening" polka and the "Em
reminded him of a Chinese legend
•t found in the quest of truth and At five o'clock he caught the
Dolcini — So your company that tells of defenders of an an
Christian fellowship rather than "streamliner" at Hanford and ar peror" waltz put in appearance
makes green traffic lights. It cient city who, having three sides
live and dwell in a land ruled by rived in Stockton about 8:15 p. before the final curtain.
of their village unfortified, behatred."
must be a going concern.
*
*
*
m. where a cabbie "didn't spare
seeched their foes to attack at
Palmetto—Well,
it
would
be,
ation impossible
And you music majors! Be up
the horses" to get him to the
the front of the village because
solation of countries from Conservatory in time for the Pro on you» chords and stuff! Do but unfortunately we have to
that was where they were pre
, ac ot'ler ts as impossible as iso- fessor to share honors with Maes you know the difference between make red traffic lights, too.
paid to meet them.
lon °' People from each other," tro Horace I. Brown in the Third a Neopoiitan sixth and a Vene
h
SEARCH
FOR TRUTH
tian blind? And don't forget a
rnvl^^- "Such ,soxation de- Faculty Recital. Prof. Bacon Neopoiitan sixth had a flat foot,
Dr. Knoles attacked the type of
will
present
his
lecture-recital
on
tian h>. !?u U"ity of life
Chris- "Modem Music" before the Sac or is it a flat root? Well, gotta
thinking which attempts to find
tries a °h lertlood that these couna
blanket causa, excuse, or blame
scram.
I
feel
a
term
paper
com
ramento Music Teachers on the
havein their citjzens should 20th, but hopes to take this trip ing on!
for an historical action and event
*
STARTS
SATURDAY
*
*
*
011 With other na"
or the lack of it. He gave as extions and
andT™
easy.
W
their peoples."
If you've got
Happy
New
Year,
friends!
Sororities and fraternities are
(Continued on page 4, column i f
rhythm..Bob's
in the midst of final preparation That is my greeting to you, even got the band..
for the annual Band Frolic. (Re if you are suffering with Stephen
C- G r a d u a t e s
member "Eat at Moe's?") Grease Foster "Jeannie" blues. Unless
|lf you want a job—
paint, costumes and props are the ASCAP-BMI fracas becomes
Announce
a Secretarial
putting in appearance to make ironed out and if some of the pro
f§ Civil Service
:>ach
individual
entry
have
punch.
grams insist on a continuous Fos
Redding
|'
Higher Accountancy j
With the competition a bit more ter program, I fear that his songs
close,
and
a
final
presentation
|Free
employment service.!
will
lose
their
appeal,
just
as
Cat^e^^^a^r*0W^^d>c°Mc- of the five best on the program some popular tunes do in their
of Stockton Ju- of next Friday night, spectators
Nor Cnii
repeated performances.
lvas sni
8 0 8 CROSBY
^ of Stockton, should have the privilege of view
*
*
•
ing one of the best shows that
end his
in Reno,
(Sinice 1896J
I Nevada
..... has
Although
they
will
not
appear
graced the stage under the
DIXIELAND BAND
Day
iS
now
be
| School of Business I
'"^announced ^
: title of Band Frolic. Don't for at the Pacific Conservatory, the
with
I California at Weber |
Don Cossacks are an organiza
get!
Orchestra,
dress
circle
or
JEAN
ROGERS
"4 at the'V ^ ''liam Mall officiatStockton
tion well-worth hearing. This
R?no
m' ceremony in the "college loges," only two bits.
("Eat at will be their first Stockton ap
Come
one,
come
all.
,ywe<is snA^'St Church- The newpearance since 1936, as they ap
Moe's"—adv.)
'n? in KTpv=ri 3 Weelx Loneymoonpear at the Stockton High School
fte now rpc *- and California and
Don't forget the Don Cossacks Auditorium tonight. This is the
on East Magno•s
''a street
are
in town tonight. Even if original Don Cossack group and
RICHARD ARLEN
°ra'Iuate f»- ° bradegroom is a you have heard this fine aggrega should not be confused with a
ANDY DEVTNE
THEBTRE 6b3
hi, f0I?ul0cal scho°Is and tion of singers you always appre later group known as the Platoff
er in the contract
""line h,,
ciate
a
return
engagement.
They
Don
Cossacks.
This
group
abides
bride are "tops" in their work and by a tradition of presenting three
^ &01 grarii,
Prarl.. JS)ness.
" while
wnue the
t
a'Sfh and nf °* Stockton schools,
offer songs of liturgical char phases of Russian music. The
^ School 01
of v" J°aqum Gen" acter (75c word), folk songs, and first portion is given to liturgical
Nursing.
martial airs. And if you haven t works, the second part is made
TfiiCK^L_
seen a program you can be sure up of folk music and the final
rtr COAr T fMRAfRB/I
that the evening spent tonight at
•Mary 'v
BAND
. sfa rrin g
Co°Sby Martin today told Bing Stockton High School Auditorium section offers the military group
in
which
the
leader.
Serge
Jaroff,
•v..
>
E
r
r
o
l
F
l
y
n
n
her
fhOU it's
co-star of Para- will be remembered for a long usually includes one of his own
JEAN ARTHUR
O l i v i a DeHavillartd
^hers^rn on the River," time.
compositions,
the
"Don
Cossack
•
*
*
» "ing ri T: rr 7 only come-apart
WILLIAM HOLDEN
Again to squint into the crys Song."
- hingeo if, \n Hc>llywood. It is
•
*
•
- WARREH'WILLIAM <W)RTER HALL
h! hand
' clasped-hands tal ball. Maestro Silva and all
And A Cast Of Thousands
The annual Band Frolic is tak
hvrt' and' Inset with a ruhy the lads (-and lassies), are whip
Based oh IfJfc Saiufday.. Evening P6ii
to Mary as a ping a "Pop" concert into shape. ing shape, and January 24 from
. i'•
ana-neve! by
-J'^nclshin
- "Clarencp 8ua:rH*.<n Ksllahd
- "'fjay ...r'n6 from Richard (The "Pop" is not for Gordon al the hours of eight to eleven promeloW
whom sh0 aft«r- though he'll be slapping—excuse
me, I mean he will caress the (Continued on page 0, column 5)

Children's
Home Head
Speaks

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
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| Humphrey's j

"LUCKY DEVILS"
Fox CALIFORNIA

J

"SANTA FE
TRAIL"
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With Malice
Towards
None
%

By HEDY

Rain, rain, go away! Did you
ever see so much rain? Person
ally I'm getting tired of taking a
shower every time I step outside
the door.
Of course this is a little late,
but did Santa treat you swell, and
were you all happy about the new
year? I know of many who were
happy, yes, very happy!
Pardon me while I go pessi
mistic for awhile, but there are
some things on the campus I do
not like. How about you?
1. Rain.
2. Cluttered halls of Weber
Hall.
3. 8 o'clock.
4. Frank Libbett's haircut.
5. Ditto Chuck Capps.
6. Finals.
7. Mr. Connolly's corny jokes.
8. Ditto Dr. Eiselen.
9. Gladys Cowan's bossiness in
the dining hall.
10. Pacific losing to San Jose.
But now to change the mood
and be a hit more on the friendly
side. Things I like:
1. Benny Bava's gardens in the
spring.
2. Rhizomia's Hell Dance.
3. Pacific Ski Club's trip tomor
row.
4. The Mardi Gras and boy can
I hardly wait until April.

Mae and Dick
Announce
Engagement
At a formal announcement din
ner, guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover C. Ulrey were
surprised at t'
nouncement of
the engage..
liss Mae Weigert to Rich.,.
over Ulrey.
Mae and Dick, both juniors at
college, met here as freshmen.
Both have been very active in
school activities.
Mae is connected with many so
cieties on the campus. She is the
president of the S. C. A., a mem
ber of the A. W. S. "cabinet and
student manager of the Cub
House. She resides in Oakdale,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
P. W. Weigert.
Dick Majors in sociology and is
very musically inclined. A mem
ber of the Phi Mu Alpha Symphonia, he is also active in the S. C.
A. He plans to attend George Wil
liams for graduate work, after
completing his senior year at Pa
cific.
No definite date has been set
for the wedding, but both Mae
and Dick plan to finish • their
schooling before their marriage.
At the silver and white an
nouncement party, the tried-andtrue "wishing" custom, which has
been used for years to wish many
a couple success, was participated
in by the guests. By the light of
a "wishing candle," each guest

f Hal!

arcHaNIA'S.FORMAL

> Da nee

With JOE NIRONDE "tending bar," two
time out for refreshments at Archama s
formal.
Dr. Thomas D. Howe of Duquesne university is experiment
ing with improvement of peas by
application of x-rays.

e theme
...
Lodge," Manor Hall open!^
1941 social season with
sport dance held in the w
their hall last Fridav e
•»
- veni;
January
10.
Among the girls and th •
corts attending the dance' *
Jeanne Griffin, Ralph DaVk.>
en Jensen, Tom Rickard in
McLain, Ralph Scheurer' mT*'
Tom a. "FTiifyh Pntvan t>_. \
7TT.!'_?"g,hZOVV?r' Bernis TU,J
Howard Wetter, Jean Dal ?'
R
rrnrnrc Doris
"HAric Johnson,
T^v. —
Rogers,
u*"'l%
»/\1
TAOWA+i-rt Edinger. Ge^"
*11 I®
rel, Jeanette
son, Betty Kindon, PhU^^1
_ fading,
ton, Grace o
Cox, Stan Coolev
v
Christmas rianne Rice, Russ Gibson "rv'®'
McAllister, Eric Jacobson TV1
Freuh, Andy Andrews T
Schooling, Fred Stornetta £],!,!
Swain, Art Smith, june rS*
George Buck.

Eiselen Addresses
University
Women

"You and I and the Second
O. A. Stevens, North Dakota
Agricultural College botanist, World War" was the title of the
each year identifies from 300 to speech delivered to the Univer
600 plant species for farmers.
sity Women at Hotel Clark Sat.
urday by Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen,
wrote a wish for good luck in the
future, signed it, and gave it to professor of political science at
the couple. In this way, goes the the College of Pacific and Stock
old superstition, the popular pair ton Junior College.
Taking the listeners behind the
are guaranteed happiness for the
news manipulations, he pointed
future.

Among donors of $25 08C
Long Island College of Metfe
recently was "a little girl" v
gave $1 for "general purpc®
out the heavy responsibilities aw)
the grave problems resting th,
shoulders of President Roosevelt
and Congress in times like these.
Dr. Eiselen discussed the trends
of the world situation from ti<
European and the eastern side.

Guest of Honor
Is the Former
Golden Hoff
Mrs. Robert McCormick, the
former Golden Hoff, was guest of
honor at a recent shower given by
Miss Betty Wilson. Shower gifts
were of China.
Following games of bridge, a
buffet supper was served.
Mrs. McCormick attended the
Stockton Junior College following
her high school years.
Attending the shower were
friends and relatives of the bride
•nd bridegroom.

Dr. Tully Knoles
Views Past Year
(Continued from page 1)
amples, those who seek to explain
away Hitler and his ism solely on
the basis of the Versailles trc-ity,
or those who would fasten on
Chamberlain alone the guilt of
"selling Czechoslovakia down the
river," and putting England in the
position in which she finds her
self today. Dr. Knoles empha
sized that the search for truth is
a process of getting all the avail
able facts—even the ugly ones,
and then acting intelligently
thereon.
Turning from the foreign
scene, the speaker stated, "the
event of major importance to the
people in the United States dur
ing 1940 was the tremendous elec
tion held here. There were re
markably few divergencies of
viewpoint, and there was in the
final vote a remarkably thin ma
jority for the victor—a factor
which the defeated candidate by
a little more judicious campaign
ing, might have changed to his
favor."
DANGER IN EAST
Also of importance to Mr.
Knoles was the seeming fact that
the United States, daily during
1940, drew nearer to war—which
danger he believes, however,
came not so much from Europe
as from the far east.
In closing his review of the
year 1940, Dr. Knoles quoted Bish
op McConnell, who stresses, as
does Dr. Knoles, to those who see
democracy dying, that wherever
democracy has been tried, though
it be suppressed by the most ruth
less of means, yet will it assert
Itself again and again until it
tveiatually and inevitably succeds:

There's a Cay Gibson dress tor every type
—sophisticate, good-pal, eternal feminine,
or run-of-the-mill All-American girl! Be
fore Spring gets under way, get two or
three of these date-appeal dresses.
"Moon Magic," as shown here—
the smart dress for your moon
light hours. With lace medal
lion edgings on the collar and
buttoned from waist to throat,
it is of washable rayon. In
black, navy, or Brazilian brown.
Sizes 9 to 17.

7.95

Miss U. S. A.—It's the "thing"
this year to wear red, white, and
blue. Of G'elite Rayon, this
nautical dress comes in blue,
white, or navy. Sizes 9 to 17.

6.50
"Tulip-time"—A gay striped dress
of Chambray with metal but
tons. In blue or dark wine.
Sizes 9 to 17.

3.95
"Julep-time" has a plain top
with a bright striped skirt of
Chambray. In blue and dark
wine. Sizes 9 to 17.

3.95

SLANG
32/bO/UL.

__

Co - o p Holds
Second

'Open House
„ ndav afternoon faculty memand students of the- College
"f Pacific and Stockton Junior
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LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Barbara Quinley
Is Betrothed

At an informal family gather
House at their ing, Miss Barbara Quinley an
Jcond "open house" from 5 to nounced her engagement to Mr.
Charles Sesser of Los Angeles on
6 SSa Heim has arranged the Dec. 23.
oram for the informal get taBarbara is a freshman student
prtLr held by the house monthly
and she lives in Women's Hall.
? order to bring a closer rela- Before graduating from Junior
•nchiD between the members College, she will be acquainted
H outside students and faculty. with the ins and outs of business
* Included on the program will be world, for she is a business major
tncal trio, composed of Marge here in college. She is the daugh
flyalate Learned and F— ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Quinley
wKuivala; flute solo, Charles of Oakdale.
VPlsenthal; humorous speech de
Charles, who recently attended
livered by Orville Fletcher and a Modesto Junior College, is work
vocal solo by Miss Lee.
ing for the North American Con
The social committee headed by struction Co. While at college he
Gladys Hotchkiss is in charge of trained in mechanics. He is the
refreshments and serving will be
son of Mrs. Sesser of Modesto.
done by women members of the
The marriage date is indefinite,
house.
but is tentatively set for the time
"Everyone is invited to attend,"
when Barbara will graduate from
„aid Miss Heim, "but please try Junior College.
Allege

L"

be gU6StS 0i thG Pa"

cooperative

to arrive before five o'clock in
order that the program will not
be interrupted."
Marion—When I was at my
uncle's place in the country last
month I was out to his apple
orchard and was very much dis
appointed in it.

Insurance Inspector (indig
nantly)—Why in the world did
you ever write a policy on a
man 98 years old?
New Agent—Well, I looked up
the 1940 census figures and found
there were only a few people of
that age who died each year.

Co-op Having
A 'Snow Slide'
Tonight
Surrounded by snow men, pen
guins, and a typical icy atmos
phere, members and guests of the
Pacific Cooperative House will
hold a "Snow Slide" dance tonight
at 9:00 p.m.
In charge of arrangements for
the affair, which is to be infor
mal, is Gladys Hotchkiss and her
social committee. Music is in
charge of Mel Jessup and Barba
ra Bowring; decorations, Vernadine Meyers; bids, Doris Bowring
and Irvin Gartner; refreshments,
Nina Turkatte.
Patrons and patronesses for the
dance are Dr. and Mrs. Allen Wal
do, Dr. and Mrs. John Arnold, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Burns and Mrs.
Mae Coker.
Boogy—Can you tell me how to
go through life without meeting
disappointments ?
Woogy—Sure, just go around
looking for trouble all the time.

Pete—Did you say Helen was
dumb?
Tubby—Dumb? Why, man, she
Gladys—Why, were the apples
thinks the organ-grinder works
too green?
Marion—No, but the boy with
Personality is to a man what for the monkey because the mon
jne certainly was.
perfume is to a flower.—Schwark. key collects the money.

Pacific Ave Shops
The Bookmark

New

Stock of Fiction,
Non-Fiction and
Children's Books

RENTAL LIBRARY
2101 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.

Drop In and
Get Acquainted
With RAY MARINO
at the

Pacific
Haberdashery

Men's College Cut Clothes
2013 Pacific

W. E. KING
JEWELERS

LINDBERG'S

2047 Pacific Ave.

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

Special Attention to

Watch and Jewelry
Satisfaction Assured

Union Oil Products

BillLunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

Dial G-6590

TRY A FRENCH DIP SANDWICH
A real treat:
Chocolate Toasted
Almond Soda

15c

Pacific

TRY THE-

Repairing

Choice of Pork, Beef or Ham on Toasted French Roll

1928

OX PACIFIC AVENUE—*

Dial 7-7095

Ave.

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will TeB"
Ph. 3-0451

3014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

WINTER SPECIAL
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Epsilon
Turns to
"Gay Nineties"

Bobbie Now
Addressed As
Mrs. Clark

For their mid-winter formal last
Saturday night members of Epsi
lon Lambda Sigma selected "The
Gay Nineties" as their theme.
With many of the formals of the
current season being replica's of
that eighteenth century period
combined with 'the samplers and
silhouettes in frames, Epsilon
house for that evening took on
the appearance of an old ball
room. Serving on eommitties
were Phyllis Dodge and Kay
O'Connor; music, Ruth Udden,
Betty Kink, Betty Morrison, DeEtte Hamsher, Lois Bugbee, Jean
Ferguson and Anabel Patterson;
decorating, LaVerne Lagorio, Do
rothy Sack, Mervel Hammill,
Joyce Blackman ar,d Adrian
Squires; refreshments.
Patrons and patronesses were
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Connelly, Dr.
and Mrs. Roy McCall and Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Garrigan.
Members and guests attending
were: Pat Patterson, Lucille Mc
intosh, Beverly Gardner, Jackie
Easby, Celia Cross, Barbara Fer
guson, Lillian Simmonson, Lois
Bugbee, Lillian Kowatcb, Lucille
Kowatch, Helen Smith, Dorothy
Sack, Jean Morrall, Ruth Udden,
Phyllis Dodge, LaVerne Lagorio,
Joyce Blackman, Mary Baer, Ad
rian Squires, Clairbel Coffman,
Jane O'Connor, Lillian Kahn, Bet
ty Morrison, Barbara Harrison,
and Jean Ferguson. Wayne Bird,
Charles Durham, Art Relf, Bob
Lauppe, Gill Hanson, Bill Toland,
Dick Morrall, Les Cook, Harold
Monaghan, Rod Branson, Herm
Gaumintz, Sam King, Cliff Victorine, Jerry Smith, Eric Jacobson, Bob Cook, Roy Cooper, Stan
Vaughn, Bob Gede, Dick Stebbins,
Martin Dobrasin, Carl Gastman,
Will Boyarsky, Dave Gay, Bill
Shepard and Gene Rotsch.

As a surprise to her Tau Kap
pa sisters was the news reecived
Monday evening that Bobbie Len
nox is now Mrs. Robert Clark.
The news was revealed at din
ner by tiny scrolls concealed in
white baskets at each place, and
a centerpiece of white narcissii,
maidenhair fern, and white tap
ers served for appropriate bridal
decorations.
The couple was married in Car
son City, Nevada Saturday, Janu
ary 11 at 4:00 p. m. The bride
wore a blue crepe afternoon dress with black accessories and carried
a French bouquet of gardenias,
pink roses and violets.
Present at the wedding were
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Lennox, of
Corning, parents of the bride, and
Mrs. Roy Clark, also of Corning,
the mother of the bridegroom.
Mrs. Clark, now a junior in the
College of the Pacific, has been
active in campus affairs, having
held the office of vice president
of the junior class, secretary of
Tau Kappa Kappa, membership
in the A Cappella Choir and Mu
Phi Epsilon, national music honor
sorority.
She is also past Worthy Advi
sor of the Corning assembly, Or
der of Rainbow Girls, and is a
holder of the Grand Cross of Col
or degree.
Mr. Clark, now attending the
California Agricultural College at
Davis is a past Master Counselor
of the Order of DeMolay, and is a
possessor of the Chevalier degree.
After the first of February the
couple will make their home in
Davis where Mr. Clark will re
sume his studies.

Mu Phi Epsilon
Has Invitation

"Questions And
Answers"

Bobbie Lennox Clark and Valate Learned became members of
Mu Phi Epsilon, national music
honor sorority at a formal can
dlelight Initiation held last Friday
at 5:00 p. m.
The service, held in the Mu Phi
chapter room in Women's Hall,
was conducted by President Melba Jean Loyd, a short address
was given by Jean Arnot, vice
president, and a welcome extend
ed to new members by Mrs. El
lis Harbert. Short speeches were
also given by the initiates.
A musical program included vo
cal selections by Miss Frances
Bowerman and a flute solo by
Alice Keehner. Accompaniest was
Miss Miriam Burton.

•

Dr. Hildegard Wass Spaulding
spoke to the Household Art and
Science club last Wednesday oni
"Questions and Answers," dealing
with the physiological psychologic
cal aspects of family life.
Program chairman was Virginia
Doane. Dorothy McBride, presi
dent, presided. The meeting was
held at 7:45 p. m. in the Home
Economics lounge, 212 Weber halL
To join the organization a mem
ber must rank scholastically in
the top quarter of the College of
Pacific.
Concluding the ceremony, a for
mal dinner was held at Hotel
Clark.
—

Student
Hot Lunches and
Dinners

ice

CRenm
GOODYEAR
TIRES
Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

JOHNNIE'S

SIBLEY E. BOSH
SHELL SERVICE

2302 PACIFIC AVE.

MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

'Where Price and Quality Meet'

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

PHONE 2-7481

2008 PACIFIC AVE.

GEORGE WASHINGTON

RECEIVED OMLY ONE COLLEGE
DEGREE — AN LLB. FROM
WASHINGTON COLLEGE , MD.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CO-EDS USE
ENOUGH LIPSTICK ANNUALLY TO PAINT
FOUR GOOD SIZED BARNS' THE AVERAGE
GO-ED COVERS 9.G8 SQ. FEET OF UPS
• • • IN A YEAR • • •
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Young Ladies
Down South
Need Escorts

McGlNNIS

By JJJNE TANGENT
Collecting orchids is the unus
ual hobby of Olga Huper, Central
American girl, who is now a stud
ent of Stockton Junior College.
She secured many of her varie
ties from Indians, who brought
them from the mountains.
Olga's home town is Matagalpa
Nicaragua. Although she has been
a resident of California for a
brief year and a half, she speaks
excellent English with only a
slight trace of her delightful Spa
nish accent. She is majoring in
home economics, her former
knowledge having been gained by
the aid of a tutor.
Olga states that no girl in Nica
ragua ever ventures out unchaperoned. The chief entertainment
is dancing from five in the after
noon until nine in the evening.
Everyone, no matter what age, at
tends these dances.
When asked what opinion
South America had of the States,
she replied, "There is a friendly
feeling towards the United States,
but they are a bit skeptical about
the United States Marines sta
tioned there."

COLLEGIANA

JANET McGlNNIS will
continue to edit the Pacific
By Adele Scoble
Weekly for another semes
ter as the result of a Pub
SAID—
^
lications Committee elec 'NOUGH
We had just about decided to
tion last Friday.
place this ole colyum on the deah

ole shelf, due to the absence of
news from other late starting col
leges. However, with due apolo
gies to fellow communists (we
mean columnists) Mary Hampton,
Dorothy Thompson, AND myself,
we submit the following collec
tion of Dew and Mildew:
FACLTY ADDISHUNS:
From the University of Ari
zona's newspaper, the "Wildcat,"
we learn that the profs do have
a sense of humor—and a lot of
patience too. At least Professor
Brooks, who teaches Humanities,
is known for such. During one of
his lectures on Dante's writings,
a dog strolled into the Aggie hall.
Brooks kept talking, and the dog
went from student to student. The
dog was even friendly enough to
jump on a few coeds' laps. Lucky
dog! Suddenly, there was a loud
bark. Brooks smiled nonchalant
ly and then he loudly said, "If
that's applause, I accept." . . . .
And who sez Profs aren't human!

Janet McGinnis was re-elected
editor of the Pacific Weekly for
the spring semester at a meet
ing of the Publications Commit
tee last Friday. The Weekly's
business
manager,
Irvine
Sprague will also continue in his
present position for the spring
term.
Possibilities for holding a press
Not even college songs escape
convention on the campus some
the radio war which rages be time in spring were discussed at
tween ASCAP and the three big the meeting. Consisting of ad
networks. Stanford's
rallying dresses by prominent speakers,
"Come Join the Band," U. S. C.'s round table discussions, and prac
"Fight On," U. C. L. A.'s "Stand tical demonstrations of news
Up for the Blue and Gold," are paper productions on the College
among the taboo college melodies of the Pacific campus, the con
which are banned during the mu ference would invite as its guests
students from high schools and I've never, never been dated
sic war over the ether waves.
"Any copyright not owned sole junior colleges in this vicinity.
I've never been kissed.
ly by the university or any song
They said if I waited,
that has been published cannot be
No man could resist
Hunter college is offering a
played over the National air program of free public lectures The lure of a pure young inno
waves" was part of the ruling on problems in economics and
cent miss.
sent to colleges by CBS, NBS, and
The trouble is this,
oolitical science.
MBS.
I'm fifty.
EQUALITY?
Mrs. Whifflebotham—How do
Vassar college is completing a
Can it be that the fairer sex
I look in my new evening gown, topographical map of the world, aren't interested in aviation,
dear? Does it fit all right?
covering a wall space 16 by 48 or that the instructors in Civil
Whifflebotham — Not so bad, feet.
Aeronautics at Chaffey College
but can't you get into it a little
aren't handsome enough? 'Teny
farther?
rate out of a group of 34 gradu
Mrs. Nayber—Men are such ating aviators only four are
liars about ages!
women students. Tsk! Tsk!
Mrs. Moore—Why, what do you TO FOOTBALL HEROES—
mean?
From that wonder of wonders
Mrs. Nayber—Well, when a the San Mateo Junior College we
woman tells them she is 35 they received the following poem for
say: "Why, you don't look that this week:
old."
"DISTINCTIVE
"He made a run around the end.
Was tackled from the rear;
CORSAGES"
The right guard sat upon his
Coal Dealer—Why, man, in an
neck,
other million years our coal sup
The fullback on his ear.
ply will be totally exhausted.
The center sat upon his back,
Campus Representative
Consumer—Yes, but isn't it a
Two ends upon his chest;
little too soon now to be shooting A quarter and a halfback then,
1(iff N. Sutter
the price up three times in two
Sat down on him to rest.
Phone 4-4613
The left guard sat upon his head,
months, war or no war?
Two tackles on his face,
The Coroner was then called in
To sit upon the case."
ICE
—'nough said.
COAL
WOOD
Girls of Bowling Green (Ohio)
FUEL OIL
State university pay 16 cents for
DIESEL OIL
a full dinner, boys pay 19 cents.
STOVE OIL
INCORPORATED
CEMENT

ASCAP BANS
COLLEGE
SONGS

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

"Bull" Durham

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966

LIME
BRICK

PLASTER

SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

HEADQUARTERS
l'OR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

Haas Talks
To English
Majors

DRAFT AGE
JAYSEES
TAKE NOTE
At the request of the Nation
Committee on Education and D
fense certain information is be
ing collected by the Registrars
office for study in connection with
the amendment of the Selective
Service Act as it pertains to col
lege students.
All J. C. students who register
ed under the act are requested to
confer with Miss Brown in the
registrar's office, room 106, as
soon as possible.

J. McSinnis
To Retain
Editorship

1941

FRIEDBERGER'S

Featuring:

TIGRESS COLOGNE
"Oil THE PACIFIC CO-ED
338 East Main Street

JEWELERS

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-QeHii
American and Channel

HUNI
other

Speaker Compares Stein
Joyce and Elliott

If it's sunny, I don't know
But this verse IS apropos.
FT ASH. To all the ships at
seas and all the floating vehicles
S the more than full gutters oi
Stockton, let's see what a IrtUe
SPROOK has told me today.

Robert Haas, noted aim. .
on current literature was0?!5'
guest speaker at WednPJ
night's gathering of English ^
mj.ms
jors.
In his talk, Mr. Haas, who h,
edited one of Gertrude Stpin^
books, compared Miss st
James Joyce and T. S Elliot}'
The speaker regarded the work,
of Miss Stein and Joyce mcZ
highly than those of Elliott u
cause they are highly origin!;
and not merely patterned after
eminent nineteenth century n0
He, however, stressed the Doini
that Elliott is a master crafts!
man in his art.
One of the most interesting
portions of the talk pointed out
the strong resemblance of the
art, music and literature of the
period.
Towards the end of the evening, Mr. Haas almost lost his
voice and so he played some of
his personal records of the works
of Stein, Joyce and Elliott which
have been made by the poets
themselves.

First: All the writers of this
theatre department — and the
campus too—get out your per
cil and paper and start to write.
What about. Well, don't be a
Sprook, and I'll tell you.
The Scroll and Stylus Club •
that is a campus writing club—
(In more high-fallooting lan
guage, the S&S is the school's
literary magazine) is offering
prizes to the best drama written
by a local student. The play
must be in the office of the Scroll
before the Easter vacation. Fur
ther details coming up; but all
that can be said now is, "Sharp
en your pencils, .and get to
work."
Of course, if you can not write
a play, how about a prose or
poetry contribution? There will
be a prize for a prose a'rticle—
probably a short story will be the
prose field.
Rehearsals for Romeo and
Juliet are biting the dust faster
than leaves fall from a Dr. Miles
weather calendar—and you know
(Continued from -page S)
how fast that is. If you haven't
seen the sets, yet, to this ro ise to be of great interest to those
mantic drama by • Will Shakes who are within Pacific's Audito
peare, fly, don't walk over to the rium. "Pop" Gordon has engistage and see mark Brown's neered many of these events with
most artistic bit of work in a great success. This year will be
long, long time—excepting the no exception. A fine array of
set of OUR TOWN.
band selections are to be present
Now that the appearance of ed, and the various living groups
Tallulah is only a week and a are burning the midnight oil in
half old, don't envy all the money search for stunts. The five best
that the local people derived stunts from eliminations will fol
from her show. Of course, "Im- low the band concert. So don't
pressario" Reid was an excep miss a good concert and plenty of
tion; but what about the two
laughs.
passes some people were re
Here are the dates for out
portedly only receiving—and hav
ing to pay tax on them at that. standing events during the month
of January:
HUNI—Cakes to Pacific Lit
January 17th—Don Cossacks.
tle Theatre; for having the high
Stockton
High School.
est scale of admission prices of
January 24th—Band Frolic.
any Student Little Theatre, for
look at the entertainment we re Band Concert and stunts.
January 27th — Symphony
ceive for the price. Well, most
concert. Annual "Pop" Concert.
all the time, anyway.
Remark of the Week: Jack De
voe referring to the way he is
treated around the Little Theater,
"They act as if I were an inof
(Continued from page
fensive imbecile."
With a sneak preview tucked placed next on the list with two
securely under our ski visors, we members.
would like to say that if John MILLERITES AT L. A.
Dennis' two plays, CRICKET and
Klenn Miller's fine outfit w
THE TREE, are as good as he finally make an appearance
tells them, Ruth Coward's pro the West Coast this spring- *
duction of them should play to Millerites are coming out o P
sell outs every night.
an engagement at the Pa a
Both plays have clever plots, in L. A. and also to make ®
brisk dialogue, and if some of ture. Incidentally, at Artie
the actors (Bud Stefan and Jim Palladium opening, the crow
Keillty, for example)
come the poorest a major band
through in fine style, Mr. Dennis ever drawn in that localitywill score a name for himself as
It finally looks as though
a local playwright.
my Dorsey is reaching t
I have a date with one of the This solid bunch has had a
triads in Dennis' THE TREE, so road, but they've made the: g:
I gotta lab.
Listen to their new com ^
i Friday nights at 6:"~' t]vat
band
broke all records ie
•
BORROW STREET
Something new in the way of the Meadowbrook in New
^
loans was made today to Pro and that's the spot w'nere
ducer Harry Sherman. He bor of them have played. Here
rowed the Western Street of 20th ing they keep it up.
Century-Fox Studio for scenes
Texas Technological col'^;gn
of "Cherokee Strip," starring
Richard Dix.
holding a "give-a-brick' ca ^
to complete its West T
seum building.
*
jiffer
Chimpanzee couples
^eif
tie from human being:s
pr,
serving
domestic relationships,
Robert M. Yerkes reveals-

MUSIC NOTES

Jj|

Rug Cuttings

Blue Ribbon Dairy
Our Products
AT

"Cub House"

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
p,
Main A El Dorado. *
Poplar A Yoaemite. 3

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613 )

_
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1

.

*
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Uwtpl %orlH flap

Tigers

BOB

c a n Jose Squad Runs WWo
As Hex Is Applied

CONAWAY, Editor

BUCKSHOT

The Spai^11 had a hex and the Tiger came home a
or so 11 seemed after being the victims of a
?f24 'shellacking administered by the hosts, San Jose
t College> last Tuesday evening.
St*The g»»ie started off slowly, with neither side scor
er 0ver three minutes. The^
flrtans finally piercea the tight
S?^cfense with a neat leftllnded shot by Captain Hal Caratom-sized forward. From
lele'on, it was San Jose all the
v Half time score was 16-11.
LVwood Norton and Bob Hen

Spring Training Is
Announced By Coach

MICHIGAN'S
FAMED

RAW 2IO
YARDS FOR A
TOUCHDOWN.
LEHIGH V LAFAYETTE
HE RAH IN THE
WRONG DIRECTION
CIRCLED THE GOAL
POSTS', AND RAN
BACK AGAIN THE
LENGTH OF THE
FIELD/

WILLIE HESTON
SCORED
CNER. 110
TOUCHDOWNS'
FROM 1901
TO 1905/
-0

J. C. Quintet
Drops Two
Close Games

„in2 were v>irrVi
high nnint
point mon
men with
with
S and 8 points, respectively. Hell- Hie Stockton Jaysee basketball
Lsh and Carruth upheld Sparta, quintet" repeated their no-win rec
scoring U 811(1 7 Points' respec ord of last year in the Modesto

tively.
p. WINS FIRST
The same Pacific team that lost
jo jgnominously Tuesday evening
won the first game of the series
jiere in the new Pacific pavilion
36,32 January 9 .
It was one of those games that
made the hearts of the spectators
rattle the buttons of their shirts;
the lead changed hands four times
jn the last three minutes of play.
In this game Bob Henning
played one of the best games of
his college career. Henning's towhead was in the middle of every
retrieve, and his shooting was
flawless. He accounted for 11
of the Bengalmen's points.
c 0.

TEAM WORK

One of the most noticeable fea
tures of the team that started the
game here was its perfect team
work. Bob Monagan still kept the
honor of being Pacific's most outStanding guard, getting into the
hair of the men from Sparta un
til forced from the game because
®f fouls.
The half time score was 21-19
In favor of the Francismen. The
next game will be played MI the
Tiger's home court with A. G.
Spaulding quintet from Sacra
mento.

Intramural Hoop
Squads Loosen
Up Tomorrow

tournament last Friday as they
dropped two closely fought con
tests the first to Los Angeles
City College, 43-46, and the sec
ond to an inferior Santa Rosa
squad, 42-45.

LAW FLAWLESS
The supurb shooting of Joe Law
Kjeldsen's finest poker shot, kept
the Cubs in the game until the
final seconds. But then Los An-

SACS BUNDLE
UP CUBS
Stockton Jaysees Tiger Cub
quintet proved last Wednesday
night that their fangs had no ac
tual cutting power as they help
lessly watched Sacramento Junior
College go pounding up and down
the court for forty minutes and
amass the staggering score of 57.
25.
Hampered by the strange gym
and the huge backboards the lo
cals never so much as showed a
sign of pulling the game out of
the fire. Slim Dean O'Connor led
the floundering Cubs' scoring
with exactly eight points.
geles dropped in two quick buck
ets and broke the back of the des
perate Cubs. However, Law him
self accounted for 19 points and
fed the ball to his team mates for
many close in setsups.
Santa Rosa's Saints found the
tired Cubs easy prey four hours
later. Limping badly on his
creaky legs, Law was unable to
charge through for more than
seven points. High point honors
were distributed between Guard
Bert Mason and Forward Dean
O'Connor. Coach Kjeldsen was
very disappointed in his team's
' showing as they were potential
ly a much finer aggregation
than the Saints.

Intramural basketball got away
« a nice start Tuesday afternoon
frith four teams showing up and
Haying a good brand of ball.
SIMULTANEOUS GAMES
Here, probably for the first
e in the new gymnasium, two
Were played for "keeps"
u
ng the same floor with the two
sontt ®ourts lhat run north and
wpv ' anor met East Town and
conr-t i*mped 27"46. On the other
West T ega Phi tangled with PIRATES WIN
Wn and came out the victor
The tourney title finally went
tor with
a 22-12 count. .
to Modesto when they defeated
courts TUtSt?nding men on the Sacramento Jaysee easily in the
ofrw luesday were Joe Kegler finals. The Pirates' toughest
of the
,P2" and Ra]Ph Wright game was with huge Long Beach
East Town team, who scorJunior College, whom they held
112
r
points.
off for a 40-48 decision.
schedule
e schedule

for the coming
and n,, ,C latter Part of this week
3:00 vr 3re: Saturday, Jan. 18,
Town vasn°wVt0mega Phi; East
8:00 r, '
• T°wn; Wednesday,
Urdav '?1'' Dorm vs- Arch.; SatVs. w J3nuary 23. 3:00, Manor
0Wn; E. Town vs. Omega
Phi,
game

Tvv

coaches^ °ne lront; rank football
c°iie of tl6re polled °n the outThey ni„i, ® four hig bowl games.
^°i'dham
Nebraska, Tennessee,
Suit, n0 .and Georgetown. Re
ft ANe Wlns> t°ur losses. Front
coaches is right.
eartied'^n r*uard

c°lle»
P
ge

et'ers

sports

John Allen has
in four different

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
ANNOUNCES the receipt of
another shipment of Collegi
ate Stationery, see it.
A complete line of
College Outline Series, helps
for Finals.
Watch the Bulletin Board for
lists of used Books wanted.

W. H. MORRIS, Mgr.

Jaysee Grid
Squad To
Practice

"SKIVY" DAVIS,

OKLAHOMA UNIVERSITY, KICKED
23 GOAL? AFTER TOUCHDOWN?
IN ONE GAME, SEPT. 29,1917.

VARSITY CAGE
ROSTER

No.
Name
Pos. Age. Ht.
b Miller, "Dusty" ....
21 5'8"
6 Brownell, Dave .. f 21 W
7 Rogers, Ken
f 21 5'10"
8 Norton, Sherwood. K 22 6'2"
11 Johns, Joe
K 22 5'11*
13 Henning, Bob
c 21 6/4"
15 Nikkol, Bob
c 20 6/3"
16 Warkentine, Vernon ft 20 5'1(r
17 Trezise, Albert .,. f 26 5'9"
18 Slaughter, Clare .. c 19 ST
19 Monagan, Bob .... ft 20 6'2*
21 Kelly, Walt ....... f 20 6'4*

Wt.
165
150
165
185
185
195
185
164
190
175
165
185

Exp.
J. C.
2
1
1
1
J. G
J. C.
J.C.
0
J. a
I
2

Home Town
Ferndale
Manteca
Stockton
Stockton
San Jose
San Francisco
Reedley
Reedley
Grass Valley
Porterville
Vallejo
Newport Beach

With football a mere seven
months away, football coaches the
nation over are beginning to
scratch their collective lteads and
go through their files to see what
players are coming back to the
gridiron wars for the 1941 sea
son. Such is the case here on this
campus when Jaysee Coach Doug
Dashiell took tally yesterday.
SETS PRECEDENT
Of the twenty-nine lettermen ol
the 1940 season, fourteen will be
eligible for the 1941 campaign.
This should give Dashiell a good
nucleus for the new squad.
This year marks the first
time in Junior College history
that the football squad will
have organized spring practice,
which will help to take plenty
of rough edges off the squad
before next September.
Dashiell says that "it is abso
lutely necessary to have spring
practice if the team is to be at all
successful next fall. The situation
is far different than it was a year
ago when we had a large group
of veteran players returning, and
also we have a different league
to become acquainted with. An
other reason," states Dashiell, "is
that our returning players for tbe
1941 season do not represnt a
great deal of playing experience."
LETTERMEN RETURN
Returning squad men will be
tentatively as follows: end, Swaggerty, Dunham, Paris; tackles,
Bird, Smith and Elmer Judge;
guards, Ogasawara, Locke, Ghiorzo, Bessac and Radke; centers,
Mitchler, Stow and Volpi; backs,
Orvis, Grahlman, Ward, Prowse,
(Continued on page 8, column 5)

MENOO
Over ninety pounds of steak
each week go into the hopes and
stomaches of California's foot
ball team members at the official
university training table. . . No
wonder there's so much beefin'
on Cal's campus!

Free Car Wash

NEVER WENT BACK
Minna Gombell, today portray
ing the leading feminine char
acter
role
in
Paramount's
Doomed
Caravan," starring
William Boyd, ran away from
her home in Baltimore when she
was 15 to go on the stage.

Gay "LiV Abner" Yokum's

Two University of Alabama co
eds who now are room mates and
sorority sisters traveled more
than 6,000 miles on the same boat
last summer without knowing
each other.

With Every Lube Job.

Simply Bring This Ad To

SEASIDE SERVICE

244 W. Harding

Dial 2-9446

Casual
Sportwear
Casual Coafs

198
EQUIPMENT
and
SERVICE
^ Moderate Prices
9 Expert Fitting
^ Accurate Repairs

All wool "Fork-Suede" in Tan
—the wanted color. Saddle
stitched—styled by Townclad.
DRAPE

TROUSERS

Edges Installed
Old Skis or New
Expert Work
For the newest and best in
Skis, Bindings and Poles.

All wool Gabs, Bedfords, and
Novelty Weaves. Draping, and
fitting you'd expect in much
higher priced slacks.

YollandSJohnson

"Your Sporting Goods
House"

312 E. Weber Ave., Dial 7-7491

Stockton, Calif

-

-

Phone 7-7061
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Strong Panthers
Meet Jaysees

By BOB CONAWAY

GOOD SHOW
Nevertheless, the Ber gals put
on a good show for the over
flow of Stockton's patrons last
week. They successfully bottled
the otherwise high-scoring center,
Dick Uhrhammer. They befuddled
the entire Sparta offense during
the final five minutes of the con
test when additional San Jose
points would have possibly meant
the loss of the game.
The minute Stu Carter and
the even more diminutive Cap
tain Hal Carrutli, afforded the
Pacific rooters many exciting
moments. They walked off with
Jiigh scoring honors among the
visiting players, and were the
fastest men on the maple woods.
Carter was somewhat handi
capped by a recently acquired
facial cut, which had been
stitched several days before the
game.
A minor ripple of excitement
was caused by the entrance into
jhe contest of Fred Kmetovic, a
younger brother of the famed
fleet-footed Pete Kmetovic of
Stanford and the Rose Bowl. How
ever Fred had little opportunity
to display his capabilities.
Heralded as the best allaround athlete at San Jose is
•Johnny Allen, guard on the
hoop squad. In addition he play
ed on the gridiron eleven. (Re
member those long passes?)
and will cover third base or the
short patch on the baseball
squad. Stop fretting, coaches,
this is his last year of competi
tion.
NATIONAL, J. C. MEET
Good news for Junior college
athletes is the decision to send
some tracksters to the national
junior college meet in Denver.
Appropriations for two thin clads
have already been budgeted, with
the expectation of taking more
should they prove especially out
standing.
Many competed in this meet
last year, but it was held in
Modesto, only thirty miles from
here. The lone Stockton points,
a grand total of ten, were gar
nered by Wes Miller, as he set
a new national record in the
v mile run. He will be favored to
counter again, if he is eligible.
ATTRACTION
The moving of the meet out of
this state was a new experience,
and was done to attract more
eastern junior colleges. Most of
the competition comes from insti
tutions located in California, even
though it is called a national
meet. Last year only two outside
schools sent representatives, from
Arizona and Colorado.
PREPS CLEAN UP
The Stoekfon High-St. Marys
combination seems assured of
success after their booming in
augural last Tuesday. This group
—dissatisfied with rental rates of
Pacific Pavilion, $30, moved to
the Civic Auditorium; their first
game there drew a crowd almost
twice the size of what toll
fill
present seating accommodations
in the gym, to say nothing of well
over $100—many times the re
ceipts of the San Josa game here.
However, it must be remem
bered that the majority of spec
tators at COlleee eremes are stu
dents, who a
trance. On th

Tigers,
Oouhleheader
Tomorrow

s

In the recently concluded San
.Jose series, the Bengal basketeers
vividly demonstrated that they
are a "hot and cold" team. Their
play here a week from yesterday
was flawless; from all reports
their work in the southern city
was not what it should have been.

17, 1941

Bengals Prim
For League

College of Pacific's
team, anxious to make amend
for their defeat at the hands Tt
San Jose State, will tangle wHh
the A. G. Spaulding team of w
ramento. This game, a Saturday
night contest, wiU be followi
with the opening of the Far Wes.
tern Conference play when th
contest.
Tigers play host to the California
SACS SECOND
The results of Wednesday Aggies Tuesday evening.
night's tilt can be founjl else KELLY BACK
where on these pages. But win or
Barring a letdown from the
lose the Cubs meet the Panthers State fracas the team is in fin9
tomorrow night as the first game fettle for both contests. Walt
of a double header with the var Kelley, senior forward, has recup.
erated from the flu, and brings
sity.
The Panthers boast a strong the squad up to its full quota. No
squad, having recently added a drastic changes are in store for
brilliant plume to their cap by the Tiger lineup despite their
being rnnners-up to Modesto in ragged play against San Jose. .
the state championship tourna
In their last practice sessions
ment. Their big guns are sixthe team showed customary'
foot three-inch pivot man I'aui
form, and lithe forward Kenny
Hoffman and speedy hawkRogers has started to ring the
hoop in his 1940 style. Im
Tn the above action shot of last Thursday's Spartan- eyed Captain Don Sourikoff.
Though they were deprived re
provement
in the offense is no
Bengal tussle DICK UHRHAMMER, blond San Jose
cently of Star Guard Jim Put
ticeable.
center, demonstrates his remarkable ability under the
nam, who suffered a broken an AGGIES WEAK
backboard. Pacific forward Slaughter is being blocked
kle in competition, they still fig
The Sports Shop team is made
out of the play, while Tiger Henning looks on hope
ure to hand the tired and limp up of a number of former Sacralessly from the rear.
Number 15 Is Johnny Allen,
ing Cubs quite a lacing.
mento J. C. stars and other play,
Spartan guard. The Tigers stifled Uhrhammer and won
YUBA DOUBTFUL
ers with college experience. The
the contest 86-82.
Very little is known about the Cal. Aggies are not nearly a?
Yuba Jaysee squad. In spite of strong as they have been the last
the fact that they have headed the two seasons when they captured
conference list (beginning from conference championships. They
the bottom) in all past years, it have only one man back from
is thought by some that they will their 1940 first string.
bring a surprisingly strong squad
Coach Ralph Francis will
to meet the local jaysees.
probably use the following
lineup for the Spaulding game,
and will workout his starting
combination for the Aggie game
Withdrawal of Fresno Is "Shot In Arm""
after seeing the boys In action
tomorrow night: Kenny Rogers
For Competing League Members
and Clare Slaughter at for
wards, Bob Henning at center,
Inaugurating
a
vigorous
schedule,
the
Tiger
and Sherwood Norton and Bob
tracksters open their training sessions as favorites in
"To Amos Alonzo Stagg for un
Monagan at guards.
the somewhat depleted Par Western Conference.
usual service and contributions to
The withdrawal of Fresno, proverbial track winners,
the advancement of football,"
places Pacific in a favorable position; Humboldt State were the words that accompanied
will replace the Bulldogs. How-*
Coach Stagg's receiving the New
ever, the loss of certain key men
York Touchdown Club's annual
materially weakens the Tiger
trophy award.
squad.
The Grand Old Man of football
LOSSES HEAVY
was presented this coveted award
Certain point-getters like Fred
in New York last week-end by
Bonnefield, second place winner
Coming into its own at last.
Herb McCracken, chairman of the
in the discuss at the Fresno Re
Stepping up in competition, the committee and former coach at tor two struggUng years, the «'
lays; Lew Ford, high jump and
Junior College track squad be Lafayette. This annual trophy lege of Pacific Ski Club held iw
pole vault record holder; George
n
gins competition in the "A" divi award is considered one of foot weekly meeting last M° a
Tomasini, holder of three Pacific
sion of the conference. This. in ball's most distinguished awards. night to an enthusiastic andI °«
records in the distances; Dan
cludes the big four—Modesto,
Mr. Stagg has been in New York flow crowd of "cracker and
Looney, Far Western champ in
Sacramento, San Mateo and San attending the yearly rules com
sn" skiers.
1939 in the quarter, and Phil Rit
During the meeting an in
Francisco—and the newly draft mittee meeting, of which he holds
chie, a speedy sprinter.
ed members, Salinas and Stock a life membership. He was instru diate trip was discussed, an
Supplanting the returning Ietton.
mental in the changing and.inaug- was received with plenty o
tennen will be many transfers.
urating of several rules. At the it by the members Pref
had
VIGOROUS
SKED
Following is the complete sche
present
time Mr. Stagg is on the Sehedler announced that he
The following schedule is un
dule. Competition in the Fres
received block letter requir^
no Relays depends entirely on doubtedly the most vigorous ever campus of Susquehanna Univer
the" caliber of the performers. attempted in the local institution sity, where he is spending some forU. C.
before the Board of Athletic ^
Both individual performers and In addition to the regular compe time with his eldest son, A. A
trol at the next meeting.
Stagg,
Jr.
{
relay squads will be considered tition, plans are being made to
a rumor going the roun'
faV,
enter a medley relay at Fresno
for this competition.
San Jose Spartan's basketball the sport will be looked up
and possibly take the outstanding
SCHEDULE
c?l0wn
March 13-14—Intramural meet, members of the squad to the na coach is youthful Walt McPher or ably.
Color pictures that we
gnorf
tional junior college meet at Den son, who graduated from that
Stockton.
^
school in 1939. He succeeds Bill last Saturday night at
March 20-21—Interclass meet, ver.
along'
Carnival
were
put
on.
Hubbard,
now
at
Rochester
Uni
head
Stockton.
The team is practically the
phiffer.
11
March 29—Modesto J. C.-Stock- same that placed second to Sa versity in New York. Hubbard pictures of Fridel PJ ""' They
. niqUe
ton J. C. (Triangular) Stockton. linas at the "B" conference meet was given a year's leave of ab ski master at Sun Va
ving
April 4—Chico State (dual) last season. In addition, many sence to accompany Football portrayed his flawless
Coach Dud DeGroot, when the and skill on the boards. . and
Stockton.
promising high school athletes
the assembled crowd "
April 17—Cal Aggies (dual) are expected to bolster the latter left last year.
what not to do on the s
Davis.
squad.
Northwestern university's first
April 25—San Francisco' State NINE MEETS
five football teams were coached
(dual) San Francisco.
Following is • the complete by their captains and the first
May 3—Far Western Confer
rs
schedule.
salaried Wildcat coach was
ence meet, Davis.
March 13-14, Intramural meet, player.
May 17—West Coast Relays,
Stockton.
Fresno.
1)
March 20-21, Interclass meet
April 23, Placer J. C. (dual)
(Continued from Pa9e
prep students must pay an ad Stockton.
Auburn.
Cooft
Les
mission fee at their own con
March 29, Modesto J. C.-C. O. P
May 2, open for meet.
Carroll, "Pep" Peek,
tests. Nevertheless, it is not out (triangular), Stockton.
May 10, Northern California
and BiU Tibbs.
^ „,•<#'
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